The Editor’s Award

The volume 79 EDGJ Editor’s Award recipients are Jeremy V. Ernst of Virginia Tech, Diarmaid Lane of the University of Limerick, Ireland, and Aaron C. Clark of North Carolina State University for their article, Pictorial Visual Rotation Ability of Engineering Design Graphics Students”. Their article was published in the Winter issue (Number 1)—see http://www.edgj.org/index.php/EDGJ/issue/view/157.

The Editor’s Award recognizes the outstanding paper published in the previous volume of the Engineering Design Graphics Journal and includes a framed citation and a cash award, which are presented at the ASEE Annual Conference.

The award description can be found at http://edgd.asee.org/awards/editors/index.htm

A complete list of awardees list can be found at http://edgd.asee.org/awards/editors/awardees.htm

Editor’s Award recipients, Jeremy Ernst (left), Diarmaid Lane (not shown), and Aaron Clark (right), accepting their framed citations from EDGJ editor, AJ Hamlin (center).